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The Speleograph
EXPLORING MISSOURI CAVES and CAVING HISTORY
Part 4
Lester B. Dill, J Harlen Bretz and J. A. Truitt –
From a Cave Historians Notebook
by H. Dwight Weaver
In 1975, while doing research on the book Meramec Caverns, Legendary Hideout of Jesse
James (1977) since revised and re-published twice, the most recent edition titled Meramec
Caverns in Legend and History (2013), I had several conversations with Lester B. Dill
(1898-1980). He was billed as “America’s Number One Cave Man” in his day. The following story comes from one of my research notebooks and might be of interest to Lester B.
Dill and Dr. J Harlen Bretz fans because in Bretz’s classic book Caves of Missouri (1956)
Dill describes one of Bretz’s underground adventures in Meramec Caverns. The two renowned men were contemporaries.
At the time that I was doing my research I was curious about one of Dill’s adventures in
appraising the commercial value of a cave in Tennessee near Norris Dam and Lake that
someone wanted to commercialize. Norris Lake and the setting is reminiscent of Lake of
the Ozarks. The dam was built in 1933 by the Tennessee Valley Authority and the lake
itself has about 800 miles of shoreline. Today, it is one of Tennessee’s hot spots for people
interested in boating, fishing, camping and hiking but isn’t noted for having commercial
caves. I was also curious about how Dill and Bretz got acquainted In the first segment we
find Dill headed to Tennessee with a friend known as Doc Denny to look at a cave a landowner was ambitious to develop along the shoreline of Norris Lake.
“When I was 35 or 36 I didn’t have very much money. I was broke. Dr. Bretz suggested me. This guy sent me a
check for $250 and expenses waiting when I got there. I looked my old car over. It was about Christmas time. Old
Doc Denny and I were pretty good friends and Doc said: “Les, if you want to go somewhere sometime, I have a
brand new Ford.” So I told Doc what was going on and he was just raring to go down there. So we went together.
We stayed in south Missouri the first night, Memphis the next.
They had the Norris Dam pretty well finished. The lake was full of water. The next day they took me down and
showed me the dam. The second day they had about 20 men there to go through the cave with me as guides and
look the cave over. They had all kinds of packs, a first aid kit, etc. We walked and walked and Doc Denny and the
guy that owned the place, I can’t think of his name, they both belonged to the Shrine. That was before I was a
Shriner. After that I became a Shriner. They were good old buddies.
The second day going in this cave we traveled and traveled and I said we probably wouldn’t get out before midnight because it was a big cave. At that time it was about 8:30 in the morning. We
. traveled and stopped for a sandwich, and traveled some more. Some of the places in the cave the ceiling was
100 to 140 feet high. It was a canyon-type cave but there was no water in it. No water came out of any of its
prongs. It was New Year’s Day when we got down there.
About noon we stopped for lunch. I found a place with a small stream was coming out and had to crawl into it. I
said “I’m [going] to explore this thing before we leave.” I’d told some of the fellows that if they wanted to leave and
go on out they could. We had plenty of lights.
The cave was one big canyon, no stalactites and stuff. The men who stayed with me waited while I explored the
side passage. I stayed in it a good two hours. It was about 2:30 p.m. when I got out [of the side passage] and
there wasn’t a soul waiting for me. I went on into the cave about half a mile further. When I got out of the cave it
was getting dark. By that time they had the sheriff there, and a rescue squad, bloodhounds, etc. Old Doc Denny
was sure I’d gotten lost. I said “well, you can’t get lost in a cave . . .”
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They never did commercialize it. They would have had something [because] at the entrance to the cave was a
great big Indian camp ground. The year before they had dug up all the Indian skeletons buried there. The water
from the reservoir was going to come right up [close] to the cave entrance but not inside of it. There would have
been two or three acres in front for cars to park. It was a beautiful area of the lake and a nice view from the cave
entrance.
I told him “I’m sorry, but you let the best of it go. Those skeletons would have been a good attraction.” I was tired
that night. Doc Denny was about 20 years older than I was. The cave’s owner was a guy who owned a lot of coal
mines. He was wealthy.
We took a look at several more caves the next day. There are some awful big caves down there. Best cave in the
south is Cathedral Cave. I guess it’s for sale. Another is for sale down there. A utility company has a heavy mortgage on it. They sent me two statements on it. About 20 miles from Interstate 59 in northeast Alabama is a cave,
amusement park and campground. They want about $800,000 to one million for it.”

Lester B. Dill’s prominence in the show cave business from 1933 to 1980 gave him an opportunity to examine and buy many caves but while he inspected quite a few caves, in the
end he stuck with the Meramec River valley and the two caves close to home that he loved
best – Meramec Caverns and Onondaga Cave.
In this second part of the story, Les Dill reflects upon his youth, some of his experience
with caves, and how he got acquainted with Dr. J Harlen Bretz.
When I was on the farm over there [in the Meramec River valley near Fishers Cave now part of Meramec
State Park], I guess I was maybe 15 or 16, I’d just started to high school. I always did crawl around in these
caves, ever since I was eight years old. That’s a true story about getting lost and cigarette smoke helped us find
the cave entrance. [The story of how Les and his caving buddies smoked their way out of a cave is told in
Meramec Caverns, Legendary Hideout of Jesse James.]
When the war [World War One] was over I spent some time at the University, spent some time in the oil fields. I
visited a cave in Arkansas and then went to Miami in 1925. I learned about Floyd Collins. I went through Mammoth Cave [in Kentucky]. I thought that was the biggest joke with colored guides and kerosene flares making
smoke. [It was] downright spooky. Like a long underground sewer to me. Another time I went through Virginia
and saw Blue Ridge Caverns [No show cave by this name is in operation in Virginia today nor is it listed in
American show cave directories in the author’s collection published since 1925]. That was one of the top ones.
I saw Carlsbad Caverns in 1919. [This comment is interesting. Les was 21 years old in 1919. Tours of Carlsbad Caverns were very primitive at that time and being led by Jim White who first explored the cave in
1901. The mining of bat guano at Carlsbad Caverns for use as a fertilizer began about the year Jim White
first explored the cave. It ended in 1920 due to economic conditions. At that time Jim White and his wife
were living in a shack at the cave, which had been sold to T.A. Blakely. President Calvin Coolidge proclaimed Carlsbad Caverns a National Monument in October 1923 and the Park was dedicated on May 15,
1930.]

In this next story, which also relates to Carlsbad Caverns and Jim White, Les Dill reflects
upon his early days in the caves of Meramec State Park. Les Dill’s father owned land that
was purchased when the state park was created in 1928 so Dill grew up on land that became part of the state park.
We took thousands of people through caves for free. We’d take 100 school kids at a time, boys and girls,
crawling, climbing and that’s where we did a lot of “spooning” and “playing around.” We even crawled into mine
tunnels. Once, I recall, I took some kids into one and there was some kind of animal in the tunnel. Someone
yelled “panther” and some of them ran right over me, knocking me down. All the lights went out [flashlights and
lanterns] and I was the last scared one out. Bretz camedown to Onyx Cave and Fishers Cave. He found out I
knew all about the caves. I kind of liked the ole boy. He never would dispute your word, he’d explain it to you that
you were wrong and he taught me a lot about caves I didn’t know. [One day] when the war was over and I just
happened to be home, Dr. Bretz called from Chicago.
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He invited me to go to Carlsbad with him and a bunch of his students. The University wouldn’t pay for it. We took
a train to El Paso where we got a bus to Carlsbad. Jim White, who discovered the cave, was our chief guide. On
our trip White broke an ankle and a couple of Mexicans took him out of the cave. We explored a lot of that cave.

Another contemporary of Lester B. Dill was J. A “Dad” Truitt of Lanagan, Missouri. Truitt
was a persistent show cave developer in McDonald County. In his day he was known as
the “Cave Man of the Ozarks” and opened half a dozen caves to the public in McDonald
County between 1915 and 1940. Truitt, like Les Dill, was a very flamboyant showman and
was not above stretching the truth to within an inch of the breaking point, which made
him a very charismatic personality. I was curious if Les Dill knew Truitt. “I met him a
time or two but never got well acquainted with him,” Dill said. “Old man Powell [meaning
Waldo Powell of Fairy Cave, which is now known as Talking Rocks] got mad at me in 1945.”
Unfortunately, I failed to learn what happened between Les Dill and Waldo Powell. Perhaps some future cave historian will discover this story but Les may have taken it with
him to the grave.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Meramec Caverns, Legendary Hideout of Jesse James (1977): Out of Print.
Meramec Caverns in Legend and History (2013): Sold exclusively by Meramec Caverns.

(1956) by J Harlen Bretz: Out of Print. Copies appear occasionally on
Ebay; see also abebooks.com; book can be expensive.
Caves of Missouri

From the Cradle to the Cave by Mary R. Pinkham (1954): Out of Print. It is the story of
J.A. “Dad” Truitt. This small 91-page paperback book may appear on Ebay occasionally;
considered scarce; usually expensive; see also abebooks.com.
Adventures Underground in the Caves of Missouri by Hazel Rowena Powell (1953); the
story of Fairy Cave in southwest Missouri with limited information about other Missouri
show caves in operation in the early 1950s. This 63-page hardback book is considered
scarce; can be expensive; may occasionally appear on Ebay; see also abebooks.com
The Discovery and History of Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico by James Larkin White
(1932); a 32-page booklet; Out of Print; rare.
Carlsbad Caverns of New Mexico, Its History and Geology, Revised edition 1946; 36-page
paperback gift shop souvenir-type booklet sold at the caverns.

Lester B Dill 1976
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Going deep: Divers discover unseen world at
Bennett Spring
Wes Johnson, News-Leader 10:22 a.m. CDT October 9, 2014
Highly trained divers with Ozark Cave Diving Alliance have explored the farthest reaches of Bennett
Spring, breathing an exotic mix of helium, oxygen and nitrogen.

(Photo: Jennifer Idol/The Underwater Designer )
It's cold. It's dark. And dangerous.
Divers Dirk Bennett and Ben Perkins have worked their way 1,700 feet through narrow rock passages,
battling a torrent of 55-degree water pouring through Bennett Spring.
Dry suits keep them warm — to a point — and they'd be swimming in pitch blackness if not for powerful lights they've brought along.
At a depth of 175 feet, they're far deeper than sport divers go, so they breathe an exotic blend of helium,
oxygen and nitrogen to prevent the disorienting effects of "nitrogen narcosis" that can make a diver feel
drunk.
It's serious business. "Narced" divers have been known to drown trying to share their breathing regulators with fish. The thought of being so far underground for four hours in a potentially watery tomb doesn't deter Bennett and Perkins.
They are members of the nonprofit Ozark Cave Diving Alliance, a tight-knit group of highly trained divers who share a passion for exploring subterranean waterways in Missouri. Formed in 1998, OCDA
has never had a team dive-related fatality, they note.
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Expert divers explore where no human has ever gone, 1,700 feet inside Bennett Spring News-Leader
Bennett, an engineer from Nixa, and Perkins, an engineer from Lebanon, have planned and trained for
the Bennett Spring dive for weeks. It's the third exploration of the cave system; the first in 2007 pushed
the known realm back 600 feet. In 2012, divers went 500 feet farther, and last week they explored 600
feet beyond that mark.
Near the far end of their exploration last week the divers' lights reveal an incredible sight, in a place no
human has ever ventured before.
"The cave we were in is very big, 20 feet high and 50 feet wide," Bennett recalls, adding an engineer's
assessment. "The rocks that have broken off are very prismatic and rectangular looking, like children's
building blocks. They're most likely tens of thousands of years old. Some are as big as kitchen tables,
some are smaller but they're all very block-like. It's very unusual."
They reach the maximum safe limit of their tanks and turn back, following the strong line they've tied
along the way to make sure they could find their way out if lights failed or the clear spring suddenly
turned black with silt.
Along the way, they stop and take careful measurements so they can later piece together a 3-D map of
the cave. Their work will eventually help Bennett Spring State Park tell the story of this amazing spring.
Underground worlds revealed
During their four hours underwater, Springfield OCDA diver Chris Hill, a manager at City Utilities,
kept watch topside, equipped with backup tanks and extra gear in case the two got in trouble.
It was a strange sight as Bennett and Perkins submerged in the crystal clear spring, while trout anglers
fished around them. We watched their two sets of bubbles slowly disappear in front of two trout fishermen standing almost on top of the spring's opening.
A crowd gathered on shore as the divers disappeared into the cold blue water.
"I won't even put my head under water in a swimming pool," said trout angler Ruthann Sandifer from
Kansas City. "What they are doing would scare me to death. I never realized there would be caves down
there where they're going."
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Dangerous environment
Hill said the team received a special permit to go beyond the spring's main entrance, where sport scuba
divers are allowed to explore from November through February down to a depth of 80 feet.
But at that point there's a narrow opening where the full force of the spring pours through, making it
dangerous for anyone without specialized cave diving training and gear to approach.
"An inexperienced diver might get halfway through but then get pinned to the rocks on the other side by
the force of the flow," Hill said. "It's not a safe environment for anyone without the right training and
equipment."
He said OCDA divers practice diving in zero-visibility conditions and train for the "what ifs" they might
encounter — a gear malfunction or an entanglement underwater. The nylon line they follow, for example, has plastic arrows pointing the way out that the divers can feel if they can't see.
Because this dive was so long and deep, the divers would spend almost three hours of the four-hour dive
decompressing — allowing nitrogen to filter out of their bodies to avoid the bends. They previously
placed breathing tanks at 70 feet inside the spring, and oxygen bottles at 20 feet to the divers decompress safely.
Each diver also lugged a heavy car battery sealed inside a waterproof tube down to the decompression
zone. Plugged into their specialized suits, the current from the car batteries will keep them warm and
help prevent hypothermia.
8,300 feet into Roubidoux Spring
While the divers are underwater, Hill explained one of OCDA's most ambitious dives so far — a thorough mapping of Roubidoux Spring at Waynesville. He said divers have gone back 8,300 feet and
reached depths of 270 feet mapping the twisting, curving cave system beneath the city.
During an exploration of Cannonball Spring, which pours through the bottom of Lake Wappapelo in
southeast Missouri, Hill encountered freshwater eels.
"That was the weirdest thing I've seen," he said. "When you sink down through zero visibility in the
lake, then land in front of the spring it's beautiful, the water's clear. And the eels were right there at the
mouth of the spring. I'd never seen such a thing in Missouri."
A grueling squeeze
Bennett and Perkins eventually emerged from Bennett Spring exhausted from an unusually grueling
dive.
They made it through the first opening but Bennett used too much breathing gas trying to squeeze
through the second one — a 10-inch-high, 5-foot wide gap with rock above and gravel below at a depth
of about 100 feet. Bennett had to resurface and refill his tanks for a second attempt.
"The top of that opening is very grippy with sharp edges, like lava rock," Bennett recalled. "The bottom
is a wall of pebbles held in place by this immense flow of water. The gravel floor will move as I try to
push through, but it fills in behind me from the current. It took a lot of effort getting through, because of
the extra tanks I was carrying with me."
Both men then had to pass through a third restriction at about 130 feet before picking up more breathing
tanks and their dive propulsion vehicles and descending farther into the cave.
"Ben is ahead of me showing good places to tie our cave line onto so we can keep it tight and out of
cracks," Bennett said. "We got down to 175 feet but then the cave started to rise toward the end and was
in the 120-foot range by the time we had to turn around. We don't know but there could be an even bigger cave beyond that."
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‘We wonder what's around the corner’
Because of the strong flow of water and very narrow restriction points, Bennett said further exploration
might have to wait.
"It's at the threshold of our ability to navigate," he said. "It's a pretty violent environment in there."
As they turned around they got a surprise. A surface sculpin fish normally seen near the spring opening
appeared in their lights.
"It lives where there's light so we don't know if this critter followed our lights in or maybe there's another exit for this spring water that we don't know about," he said. "We were the only humans that have
ever been in there. That's the payday, that's the adrenaline feel-good factor you get out of doing this.
Cave divers are like that. We wonder what's around the corner and we like to go where nobody's gone
before."
Reach outdoor reporter/columnist Wes Johnson at wjohnson@news-leader.com; or call him at 417- 8361243.
About Bennett Spring
Bennett Spring west of Lebanon has been a trout fish hatchery and popular fishing spot for decades. The
spring gushes about 1 million gallons of clear 55-degree water a day.
Sport scuba divers can dive in the upper chamber of Bennett Spring from November through February,
with registration required by Bennett Spring State Park. Divers can go down about 85 feet, but aren't
allowed to go any farther by park staff. More information at http://www.bennettspringstatepark.com, or
call 417-532-4307 or 800-334-6946.
About Ozark Cave Diving Alliance
Formed in 1998, OCDA focuses on technical exploration of Missouri's underground waterways, caves
and springs. The nonprofit group's focus is on education, research, and scientific documentation of underground waterways in the Ozarks.

Bennett Spring
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Pumping Goodwin
Gary and I left the house at 8:35 am. One and a half hours later, we arrived at Goodwin Sink. It was a
beautiful day. Klaus Leidenfrost had left the padlock unlocked for us. We walked down into the sinkhole first and were amazed at how much it had changed. That’s a deep hole. The mission was to pump
out the water standing in front of the cave entrance. Wow! That’s a lot of water. Gary was concerned
that his pump wouldn’t be able to pump high enough to get the water moved to the waterfall area.
There was only one way to find out. Gary drove the truck down the road into the sinkhole and
unloaded his prospecting pump and hoses. Klaus called to give us an alternative location in case it
wouldn’t pump high enough to get it to the waterfall area. Pump it into the cave… O.K. I guess that’ll
work.
Gary got everything set up, primed the pump and waited anxiously to see if it was going to work. Water slowly filled the hose. There was a trickle, then a gusher! It’s working! It was a good thing he
brought the fire hose because his regular hose would not have been long enough. Putting the two together worked out perfect. We started pumping at 10:40. I called Klaus to let him know that we were
able to pump the water into the waterfall area. Then I called Ken Long to let him know that we getting
the job done.
An hour later, Gary is looking for a long pole that he can use to see if there are any deep holes where
the water is. He came back with a very long white pvc pipe. He used it to probe in the water. Now,
that was interesting to watch. He had put his knee boots on and was sinking up to his knees in sediment. He didn’t find any holes but he did lose a boot twice in the mud! Then he found a Pepsi bottle,
washed it off in excitement and handed it to me, so proud that he had found an OLD bottle. I looked
at it and read: “No deposit.” He wasn’t happy……
At 11:45, Gary moved the pump and hoses. I had the gravy job. I watched the end of the hose and told
him when water was coming out….. At 12:20, we were done. I estimated that we had been pumping
for one hour and twenty minutes. Gary estimated that we had pumped 8800 to 9600 gallons of water
from the hole in front of the cave entrance. That’s a lot of water…
I rolled up the fire hose while Gary carried everything up from the cave entrance to the truck. We noticed that the waterfall area had already drained all the water that we had just pumped into it. Now, I
wonder where it went…. Into the cave?
Since Gary had driven down, he had to back up and out. But it turned out not to be a problem. At the
top, Gary locked the padlock and I got out our lunch. Yes, we are going to eat before we leave….
As we left the sinkhole, dark clouds were starting to collect. It’ll probably rain right over the sinkhole
and the hole will, again, be filled with water…… --Alberta Zumwalt
Goodwin Lake
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Missouri Speleological Survey
Files Report for
April--June 2014
All told, the busy work continues, particularly on agency lands where, the
pundits tell us, the caves are all closed.
Jon Beard sent some descriptive notes on Jolly Cave, Newton County. Jon
sent maps of recent activities on Mark Twain National Forest in Barry
County: Skylight Shelter and Twilight Rimstone Cave. Matt Bumgardner and
Jon have flooded my inbox with reports, photos, monitoring forms and maps,
all from their work in the Cassville district. They have been systematically
ridge walking areas near the Arkansas border. Jon also sent several location
improvements for caves in Dade County, another of those places where much
serious work needs to be done.
Jim Cooley sent revised locations for caves at Bothwell State Park and a correction location for a cave in Oregon County. Jim also sent in some cave maps
from Polk County (by James Potts)that were published in MoSpeleo but never
made it into the digital files.
Mark Jones sent a pile of nice trip reports which are now incorporated in the
database.
I finished a map of 680’ long Ditch Cave, Shannon County, surveyed by lots
of other people who endured surveying in low, wet, muddy passage. The cave
is within the boundaries of the Ozark Riverways.
Mick Sutton and I have been busy making structural changes to the Missouri
Cave Database. Our hope is that soon we will be able to fully incorporate the
many faunal sightings that people have made. A new module allows all faunal
records to be tied to the updated cave information, including locations. These
enhancements are being sponsored by our federal agency partners.
Kayla Sapkota sent a nearly completed draft of Sugar Silver Cave on MTNF
land in Barry County.
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Dan sent a revised version of the Crocker Cave map, Howell County, MTNF.
Dan also sent a nice description of another cave on private land in Shannon
County. He also sent a detailed trip report on an area of Pioneer Forest in
Shannon County which resulted in the finding of some new caves and several
caves mapped which he drafted and submitted: Mail Route Hollow Pit, Peck
Away Cave, Warren Hollow Wasp Cave, and Shutdown Shelter, all on
LAD/Pioneer Forest land.
Tony Schmitt sent a note about exploration of Bluff Cave, Shannon County, in
the Ozark Riverways. Tony also sent information on a possible cave lead in
Texas County.
Don Dunham sent in a report and location on a new cave in far southwestern
Jefferson County, an area that should have many caves but only a small number are known (and less mapped).
Jim Sherrill sent entrance photos and an old archaeology report (that the Zumwalts dug up, I think?) on a cave in St. Francois County.
Rhonda Rimer of MDC, a constant contributor, sent reports on caves in Dallas, Camden, Stone, and McDonald Counties.
Rich Orr sent some information and photo on a state park cave
Joe Light sent in a new report on Cherokee Cave in St. Louis City. Joel Laws
sent some older Joe Light reports that had not previously made it into the
files.
Roy Gold sent in a passel of pictures of USFS cave in Barry County.
Sarah Bradley of Mark Twain National Forest sent in a number of revised/GPS locations for caves in Iron County.

Scott House
Missouri Cave Database
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Rattlesnake Cave Exploration

We came to the back of the large room and found a lead that took us into low stretch of thick mud. After
swimming though this section, we took a break for slightly muddy food and water. As we continued
through the cave, we were under the impression that the southern half of the loop would still meet up
with our path, so we chose to go left the few times there was a fork, thinking it might lead us to the
southern half of the loop. We never found the southern half.
Near what we assume to be one of the farthest back parts of the cave, we took a lead on our left. It went
down a steep clay slope that opened into a passage going left and right. The left passage pinched off,
and the right side looped up and around to the same lead down the clay slope. After completing a full
loop and exploring all leads off of this loop, we decided to head back the way we came.
We had been instructed by one of the landowners to collect a bag full of silt from the cave for her to use
as a mud facial, so when we came back through the low mud swim, we collected a quantity of the siltlike mud in the zip-lock bag she had provided us with. We tried some of the mud on our own faces and
acknowledged that we began to feel the anti-aging effects of the silt almost immediately. After a chuckle
and a few minutes of trying to reseal the bag, we continued through the main passage of the cave.
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We noticed that the large group of bats had relocated to a different spot on the ceiling a number of yards
away from their original location while we had been exploring the back of the cave. We spotted the passage that led towards the entrance room, but decided to walk through the right hand side (if coming from
the entrance room into the main trunk) of the main trunk which we had not been to yet. We noticed a
cluster of approx. 20 more grey bats near the end of this end of the trunk. We stood watching (they were
fairly active still) from a distance for a while. Then we decided to turn off all of our lights and sit in
complete darkness for a bit, listening to the faint noises of the cave.
After about ten minutes, we turned our lights back on and headed to the entrance room. The majority of
us were ready to see daylight again, so we decided not to check out the southern fork near the entrance
room. We took a while to get out of the entrance, even with the hand line, but we all made it out eventually. We then pulled the hand line out of the cave, untied it from the dead tree, coiled it, and climbed out
of the sinkhole.
We walked back to the landowners’ house where they were kind enough to offer to let us use their water
and hoses to clean the mud off our gear. After cleaning and changing into fresh clothes. We talked with
the landowners while we munched on some delicious brownies
(with walnuts baked inside) and lemonade that the landowners kindly offered us. After talking for a
while, we gave the landowners some extra club shirts we had and left for a Mexican restaurant they suggested we visit. After eating, we went back to Rolla, decontaminated the club gear, and returned it to the
closet.
What was the condition of the cave?
The cave was in good condition. It did not appear over traveled. There was a significant amount of
metal and glass scrap near the entrance of the cave, as well as a flower pot that appeared to have been
left just inside the entrance. Overall the cave was in very good condition.
What cave life did you see?
We saw approximately 75 grey bats in the cave.
Describe the apparent health of the cave life?
The bats seemed to be in very good health. We were able to get a very good look at most of the bats and
they looked healthy and happy. There were no signs of WNS.
Other comments:
Rattlesnake is a very nice and fun cave. There are not many formations, but the mud dries in odd, hollow columns in some places. The land owners are very nice and generous. They mentioned that there
was a second sinkhole that had appeared a couple of years ago. They also mentioned a desire to have the
cave remapped at some point, partly because the second sinkhole may have rendered the map inaccurate. This may be something the MSM Grotto can help with.
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Goodwin Work Trip October 11th and 12th, 2014
We had 17 people on Saturday and 11 people on Sunday.
On Saturday we concentrated on
enlarging both openings into the cave.
You can now walk into the cave on both
sides.
On Sunday there was no water in the
sump. So we concentrated on enlarging
the sump . Several people also worked
on the other side. By the end of the day
we were farther into the sump than we
had been before.
Since we had excavated the front part
of the cave, all the material was placed
here. This sure speed things up compared to

Klaus Lindenfrost and Jeff crews in Goodwin Sump

taking a half bucket at a time up the hill. Later we will get equipment to take the material
up to the top. However the sump still had water in it.
During both days we picked up trash, twigs and leaves. Items which could clog up the
cave again.

P.S. I want to thank Jon for organizing this weekend. I also want to thank Ken & Monica for the Chili and Maria for bringing out a few sandwiches on Sunday & making deserts for both days and Bill H. for bringing out the fixings for the Chili. I
wonder if anyone noticed the deer & elk burger in the Chili?
P.S. We had a pretty good MCKC board turnout this weekend. Jon, Maria & Klaus helped on both days, Bill K. and Bill
H. helped on Saturday and Amy helped on Sunday.
P.S. Ken relocated both cameras and cleaned up on top organizing things better & putting stuff on pallets.
Looking out of
the cave

Maria
Thompson
And Bill
Heim
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NY REGION
New Hope for Struggling Night Creature
Little Brown Bats Seem to Have Stopped Dying Off

BY JOSEPH DE AVILA

BATS WITH WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

ALTAMONT, N.Y.—THIRTY MINUTES AFTER SUNSET, CARL HERZOG DROVE DOWN A
COUNTRY ROAD ON A MISSION TO COUNT BATS.
MR. HERZOG, A STATE BIOLOGIST, CAPTURED THEIR CALLS WITH A MICROPHONE ATTACHED TO THE CAR'S ROOF AND PLUGGED INTO A LAPTOP INSIDE. THE COMPUTER'S
SPEAKERS SOON ERUPTED WITH BIRDLIKE CHIRPS AS THE BATS UNLEASHED ECHOLOCATION CALLS TO NAVIGATE IN THE AIR AND GOBBLE UP FLYING INSECTS.

"THERE IS THIS INITIAL FLUSH OF ACTIVITY," MR. HERZOG SAID
ON HIS PATROL, ABOUT 15 MILES WEST OF ALBANY. "BY THE
TIME IT GETS DARK—BOOM."
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THE VALUE OF SUCH ACOUSTIC SURVEYS BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION HAS RISEN IN THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS AS THE BAT POPULATION HAS BEEN DECIMATED BY A FUNGAL DISEASE KNOWN AS WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME.
AND NOW THEY HAVE HELPED DOCUMENT A PROMISING DEVELOPMENT: LITTLE BROWN
BATS, ONCE THE STATE'S MOST NUMEROUS SPECIES, SEEM TO HAVE STOPPED DYING
OFF.
"ALL OF THESE NUMBERS HAVE TENDED TO STABILIZE FOR THE LITTLE BROWN BAT," MR.
HERZOG SAID. "I CAN'T HONESTLY SAY THAT THERE IS A REAL MEASURABLE RECOVERY
OR ANYTHING THAT LOOKS LIKE A RECOVERY. AT LEAST THE STEEP DECLINE APPEARS
TO HAVE ABATED FOR THAT SPECIES."

THERE IS ALSO GOOD NEWS FOR THE
LITTLE BROWN BAT IN NEW JERSEY.
WHILE THE BAT'S WINTER POPULATION
CONTINUES TO DIE OFF, MORE IN RECENT
YEARS SEEM TO BE SURVIVING, SAID
MICK VALENT, PRINCIPAL ZOOLOGIST
WITH THE NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. LESS
THAN A DECADE AGO, THE LITTLE BROWN
BAT WAS THE MOST COMMON BAT SPECIES NOT JUST IN NEW YORK STATE BUT
IN THE U.S. THE DISEASE HAD KILLED AT
LEAST 5.7 MILLION BATS OF ALL KINDS NATIONWIDE BY 2012, ACCORDING TO THE
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICIALS SAID THEY DIDN'T KNOW THE TOTAL
U.S. BAT POPULATION, BEFORE OR AFTER THE ONSET OF WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME.
MR. HERZOG, WHO WORKS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION'S WILDLIFE DIVERSITY UNIT, SAID THAT ORIGINALLY ABOUT 45% TO 50% OF THE
BATS RECORDED WERE LITTLE BROWN BATS. "TODAY WE ARE LUCKY IF WE GET ONE
OUT OF 50," HE SAID.
WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME HAS KILLED OFF 90% OF NEW YORK STATE'S LITTLE BROWN BAT
POPULATION, DROPPING ITS NUMBERS FROM 1.5 MILLION TO ABOUT 150,000, MR.
HERZOG SAID.

THE DIE-OFF OF BATS HAS WORRIED SCIENTISTS, FARMERS AND OTHERS BECAUSE
THEY ARE ONE OF NATURE'S PRIMARY INSECT PREDATORS, FEEDING ON FOREST
AND CROP PESTS AS WELL AS HUMAN IRRITANTS SUCH AS MOSQUITOES. THEY
ALSO POLLINATE PLANTS AND SPREAD SEEDS.
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RESEARCHERS CAUTION THE BIT OF POSITIVE NEWS ABOUT NEW YORK'S LITTLE BROWN
BAT DOESN'T MEAN THE THREAT OF WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME HAS ENDED. PENNSYLVANIVANIA'S LITTLE BROWN BAT POPULATION HAS DECLINED BY NEARLY 99%, AND THE DISEASE CAN CONTINUE TO SPREAD TO WESTERN STATES, SAID JEREMY COLEMAN, NATIONAL WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME COORDINATOR FOR THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVIVICE.
OTHER SPECIES OF BATS IN NEW YORK ALSO CONTINUE TO DIE OFF. THE SYNDROME
HAS KILLED OFF ABOUT 98% OF THE NORTHERN LONG-EARED BAT, ACCORDING TO
STATE RESEARCHERS.
WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME WAS DISCOVERED AMONG LITTLE BROWN BATS IN HAILES CAVE
IN ALBANY COUNTY IN 2007. THE DISEASE, NAMED FOR THE FUNGUS THAT APPEARS ON
THE MUZZLE AND OTHER BODY PARTS, AFFECTS HIBERNATING BATS.
THE COLD-LOVING FUNGUS MAKES BATS ACT ABNORMALLY DURING WINTER WHEN THEY
NORMALLY WOULD BE HIBERNATING. IT CAUSES THEM TO FLY OUTSIDE, LEADING THEM
TO STARVE OR FREEZE TO DEATH.
BIOLOGISTS HAVE STRUGGLED TO FIND AN ANSWER. ONE STUDY IS EXAMINING DIFFERENT TREATMENTS WITH BACTERIA THAT GROW NATURALLY ON SOME BATS THAT HAVEN'T BEEN SUSCEPTIBLE TO WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME—SUCH AS THE VIRGINIA BIG-EARED
BAT, SAID KATIE GILLIES, A CONSERVATION BIOLOGIST WITH BAT CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL IN AUSTIN, TEXAS.
IN NEW YORK, RESEARCHERS CONCEDED THEY WERE PUZZLED ABOUT THE APPARENT
DECREASED DEATH RATE OF THE LITTLE BROWN BAT. ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION: THE
SURVIVORS MAY BE THE RESULT OF AN EVOLUTIONARY-SELECTION PROCESS UNDER
WHICH SOME BATS ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME AND OTHERS ARE
LESS SO, MR. HERZOG SAID.

CARL HERZOG, A WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST WITH THE NEW
YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, SETS UP THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT
CAPTURES BAT SIGNALS AND LOCATIONS BEFORE HEADING OUT ON THE ONE HOUR RIDE IN ALBANY COUNTY.
RICHARD BEAVEN FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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SIMPLY KNOWING HOW MANY BATS EXIST IS PART OF THE EFFORT TO UNDERSTAND THE
IMPACT OF THE DISEASE. IN NEW YORK STATE, RESEARCHERS TRADITIONALLY HAVE
COUNTED THE ANIMALS AS THEY HIBERNATED FOR THE WINTER IN CAVES AND ABANDONED MINES.
IN 2009, THE DEC ADDED THE SUMMER SURVEYS, WHICH ARE DONE MAINLY BY VOLUNTEERS WHO USE THEIR OWN CARS. THE RESEARCHERS TRAVEL AT 20 MILES AN HOUR
BECAUSE BATS TRAVEL AT ROUGHLY THE SAME SPEED.
THE LAPTOP SOFTWARE REPRODUCES THE CALLS, WHICH OTHERWISE AREN'T DETECTABLE TO THE HUMAN EAR, AND HELPS SORT OUT THE UNIQUE CALL PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT SPECIES. THAT ALLOWS THE STATE TO ESTIMATE THE NUMBERS
OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF BATS.
THAT SOFTWARE RECORDS THE ACCELERATION OF THE ECHOLOCATION CALLS AS BATS
SHIFT FROM A GENERAL NIGHT PATROL TO ZEROING IN ON SPECIFIC PREY. ON THE RECENT SURVEY WITH MR. HERZOG, AS ONE BAT DREW NEAR AND EVENTUALLY ATE AN INSECT, ITS CHIRPS MULTIPLIED IN INCREASING FREQUENCY BEFORE ENDING WITH A
LOUD CRACKLE—LIKE A BUG-ZAPPER.
MR. HERZOG CALLED THAT "A FEEDING BUZZ."

THE PHOTO ON THE FRONT COVER OF THIS PUBLICATION IS A HIBERNATING BAT IN
SMALL MOUTH CAVE.
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Breakdown
Ken Long – I’ll Get my mouse……
Dwight Weaver was “hot” at the July meeting……
Rosie Weaver to Dwight Weaver – DON’T touch that!
Ken Long – Definition of eternity – 4 blondes in 4 cars at a 4-way stop……
How many Pollock's does it take to set up the table and chairs for the meeting and get the projector
and screen in the right place?
Chair police needed at our meetings?? Dwight?.......
Ken Long – Those are my sexy reds……
Gary Braman to Ken Long – Did you wear that shirt because of shark week?.....
Someone – We should give an award to the person that came the fartherest..
Dwight Weaver – Bill Saltz came to the 25th but he’s dead…
Rosie Weaver – He won’t come…..
Jarrett Ellis – He would get the award if he came……
Ken Long – I’m hot as it is….
Ken Long – You know why blondes can’t dial 911?
Ken Long – Because they can’t find the 11…..
Ken Long – Gary, you’re hot there…
Rosie Weaver to Ken Long – You got to put both of those in…
Ken Long – I’ve got to put one in….
Dwight Weaver – Get it right….
Ken Long – Is that right?
Rosie Weaver – I don’t know the right from the wrong……
Bill Pfantz – How many monkeys does it take to screw in a light bulb?
Alberta Zumwalt – How many?
Bill Pfantz – I don’t know….
Bill Pfantz – Many are called but few are chosen……
Dwight Weaver – I won’t talk about three things: religion, sex and politics….
Dwight Weaver – I’ve gotten to the age when I just don’t give a shit……
Gary Braman – They make ‘em bigger
Alberta Zumwalt – How do you put that in your pocket?
Gary Braman – Move it to the left and slide it down……..
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Breakdown
Christen Easter – Two strikes on Burke…. One more time and he gets the bad toad award…
Christen Easter – I’m not completely sure he is out of his childhood…..
Ken Long – You go to bed and night. Get up in the morning and you don’t know what is going to hurt…
Gary Zumwalt – A lot of different fonts out there….
Alberta Zumwalt – Our last set of patches came from hong kong chewy……..
Dwight Weaver...Frank’s all cracked up...

LOG Minutes
July 8th, 2014
The July meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Eleven members present.
The minutes of the June meeting were read and approved.
Chairman Long reported on a work trip at Goodwin Sink on June 29th. He showed pictures of the entrance taken April 5th and July 3rd to show what has been done. He reported the machine was back in
the cave entrance 10 feet. 2012 – 21.88 tons of trash taken out; 1.25 tons metal; 7.37 tons tires. 2013 –
350 tons clean fill, 94.64 tons trash-laden material; 7.94 tons trash. 1/1/2014 – 6/27/2014 – 2427.5 tons
clean fill; 29.77 tons trash-laden material; .65 tons trash. From beginning – 2,775 tons clean fill, 124.41
tons trash-laden material; 30.47 tons trash; 1.25 tons metal; 7.37 tons tires. Work days – 2012-2013 –
30; 2014 – 15; total 45 work days. Volunteers -2012-2013 – 562; 2014 – 83 for a total of 645.
Gary Braman reported on riding the Katy Trail from St. Charles & back – 4 ½ days, 287 miles, and 350
people.
Speleograph. Chairman Long reported that the paper copies of the issue have been mailed. He said
Dwight & Rosie Weaver had made some suggestions for future issues. He needs articles for the next
issue to come out the end of the year.
MSS Meeting. Gary Zumwalt reported the Fall meeting will be at Powder Mill on Sept. 7th with weekend
activities. A flyer was handed out.
CCC. The annual meeting will be in July. Kerry Rowland talked about a passage in Carroll that they are
looking for in the Mountain Room area. Jarrett Ellis said he was one that had searched for it so Kerry
explained where it is located. Ethan Haslag said Steve Atteberry had talked about being in it, too.
MCKC. Gary Braman talked about the MCKC. Chairman Long had already covered some of what he
was going to report. Discussion of the original seven founding members and other founding members.
Dwight Weaver explained those who signed up in the first year were also designated as founding members. He said the purpose was to own and control caves and the MCKC has surpassed the ideas of its
founders. Kerry Rowland talked about the SCCI (the Southeastern Cave Conservancy) and how it
works.
Cave Trips. Gary Braman visited Devil’s Kitchen at HaHaTonka. He reported on a float trip on the Little
Niangua River where he took four kids in a cave, saw one bat. The cave was past Upper & Lower Burnt
Mill Caves.
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Kerry Rowland asked if anyone remembered Coon Dog Cave where in the early to mid-90’s, Lisa Frick,
Doug Feakes and he rescued a coon dog. He said there is an on-going project to map the cave which
is in the St. Thomas area. Krista Bartel is in charge of the project.
Dwight Weaver said that in 3 years, LOG will be 50. He suggested we start working on a celebration.
Chairman Long and Dwight will work on the publication. Started around November 1967, LOG started
as LOCC until 1974 when the name was changed. The Secretary suggested a possible celebration at
Jacob’s Cave.
Gary Braman proposed a six mile float on the Little Niangua River next Spring. Dwight Weaver said the
Flood Cave System has 3 caves in it: Mine Tunnel, Mud Slope and another one. He said two connect.
Presentation by Chairman Long on Goodwin Sink.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
August 12th, 2014
The August meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Eleven members present.
The minutes of the July meeting were read and approved.
One guest was in attendance: Roger Preston.
Business cards – Chairman Long presented three examples for members to see. Suggestions were to
shorten the website address and to add something about cave exploration since 1974. Gary Braman
suggested getting the cards from Vistaprint.com.
Grotto Website – Chairman Long did updates which included changing the copyright date and putting
a link to the Goodwin page with all the stats.
Chairman Long read a thank you from Lois Walsh for the grotto donation to the MCKC in Joe Walsh’s
name.
The secretary passed out info on the Bear Cave project.
Chairman Long said he and Christen Easter both received letters from Kirsten Alvey who wanted to
have trips into Kiesewetter and Rattlesnake caves during the NSS Convention taking place at Waynesville in 2015. The consensus was that the landowners would not want that much traffic in their caves.
Chairman Long will talk to them and get back to Kirsten.
Morgan Co. – Jarrett Ellis will get the names of the landowners where he thinks the caves are. He will
also coordinate with Darren Donley to see what he has on the Morgan Co. caves project.
Chairman Long said he had been talking to Maria Thompson. The MCKC newsletter does not publish
the organization’s treasury reports and he thinks that we should not publish them in ours. Members
agreed.
The Fall MSS meeting will be Sept. 7th with election of President & Vice-President for two years. The
MSS President will appoint the Secretary for three years with approval of the Board.
CCC – Burke Easter reported there will be big trips and small trips into Carroll Cave during the upcoming NSS Convention. They are in the process of getting trip leaders. Kerry Rowland is listed as hosting
the precamp. Kerry said it would be between Brumley & Ulman with facilities there. The Convention will
be at the Buckhorn Shrine Club. Kerry Rowland is now on the CCC Board. Jarrett Ellis is the ViceChairman.
MCKC – Gary Braman announced a restoration trip to Fisher Cave in Meramec State Park on August
22nd – 24th. He said there is info on the MCKC Facebook page.
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LOG 50th Anniversary – The celebration will be held at Jacob’s Cave in 2017. Dwight Weaver and Ken
Long will work on the publication. Darren Donley will be in charge of food. We have the Cave-O cards
from the 25th celebration. Dwight said we needed to get pictures of everyone that attends. The Secretary will start going through records from the 25th and records since then to make a list of past members
to use in trying to obtain current addresses. Kerry Rowland said that he could work on a list from 19801995.
Cave trips. Dwight Weaver mentioned current construction with big rocks in front of Williams Cave. He
has been watching to see if they seal the entrance. Burke & Christen Easter walked up to Dunbar Cave
in Tennessee but it was closed.
Burke Easter volunteered to do the program for the September meeting.
Gary Zumwalt made a motion Chairman Long should proceed with the business cards. Seconded by
Burke Easter. Passed.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
September 9th, 2014
The September meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the
Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Eight members present.
The minutes of the August meeting were read and approved.
Chairman Long distributed the grotto business cards that he had printed at Vistaprint.com. He got 500
cards for $34.51.
LOG’s 50th Anniversary Celebration: The 25th was held on October 15th, 1994 at Jacob’s Cave. Discussion on having the event during September or October, whichever will be Frank Hurley’s preference. Christen Easter will take care of t-shirts. Dwight Weaver suggested making a list of deceased
members and printing some of the obituaries in the anniversary publication.
Goodwin. Chairman Long said that the machine dug a ditch 10’ in front of the cave during the last trip
there. That ditch has now become the new pond. Next work trip will be Oct. 11th – 12th. Anyone that can
help, should get in touch with Chairman Long, Jon Beard or Klaus. Monica Long will provide lunch on
Saturday and the MCKC will provide lunch on Sunday. Chairman Long said that he might go out the
week before to try to drain the water.
MSS meeting. Gary Zumwalt reported that the new President is Dan Lamping and the new VicePresident is Scott House. Alberta Zumwalt was appointed as secretary for another three years. He said
the cave database now contains all the information available about each cave. Vol. 47 No. 2-4 (2007)
of Missouri Speleology is now printed. Next meeting will be January 24th, 1 p.m. in Rolla.
MCKC – Gary Braman mentioned that MCKC had a link on Facebook about Fort Stanton Cave, Lincoln
Co., New Mexico, is 14th on the NSS’ longest cave list.
Christen Easter did the program for Burke. “Introduction to Caving” is a presentation that they give the
boys at the Green Gables Camp where he works.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
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October 14th, 2014
The October meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Ten members present.
The minutes of the September meeting were read and approved. 50th Anniversary celebration. The
sketch for the 25th was done by Lisa Frick. Chairman Long asked for people to submit sketches for the
50th. Work is being done on a former member list. Rosie Weaver is working on the deceased list and
obituaries. The secretary read information on the 25th.
Goodwin Sink. The Zumwalts pumped 8800-9600 gallons of water from the hole in front of the cave
entrance on October 5th. It took 1 ½ hours. Chairman Long said that Jon Beard had pumped the hole
on Oct. 12th because it had rained. Chairman Long, Jarrett Ellis and Burke Easter participated in the
work trip on Oct. 13th. Chairman Long and Jarrett Ellis were there on Oct. 14th. Monica Long provided
chili for both days.
Xmas Party. Set for Dec. 7th at Burke & Christen Easter’s home. (The date was changed to Dec. 14th
after the meeting because of a conflict.)
Elections will be held in November.
Morgan County. Jarrett Ellis said he has gps readings on all the caves recorded. He said that he had
been in contact with Darren Donley.
CCC. Burke Easter announced trips into Carroll Cave: Jan 10th; Feb 21st – Bio-survey, Upper Thunder
River; Mar 13th – Bio-survey, Lower Thunder River.
MVOR. Kerry Rowland reported that he led a trip to Skaggs Cave but was unable to get the lock open.
He said the next MVOR will be sponsored by the Daedalus Grotto.
2015 NSS Convention. Kerry Rowland said he is hosting the precamp at Brumley on Jason Snyder's
land.
Cave trips. Gary Braman went to a cave above Twin Falls at Richland Creek, Arkansas. The Halbritters hosted MSM to Rattlesnake Cave. The group saw about three times more gray bats than Chairman Long and Christen Easter saw on a previous trip.
Kerry Rowland asked about the Halloween stuff that the grotto has. Discussion that we should sell it if
we are not going to use it. Gary Zumwalt said he would do an inventory.
Meeting adjourned. -- Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt.

November 11th, 2014
The November meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the
Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Ten members present.
The minutes of the October meeting were read and approved.
50th Anniversary. The secretary is working on the addresses of former members. Dwight & Rosie
Weaver are working on the obituaries. The event will be held at Jacob’s Cave. After discussion with
Frank Hurley, it was tentatively decided to have the event the third weekend of October 2017. Christen
Easter, who is in charge of the t-shirts, reported on her contact with someone to do the shirts. Gary
Zumwalt presented three designs that he did. Discussion on grotto name. Lake Ozark Grotto or Lake
Ozarks Grotto, with Lake Ozarks Grotto being favored.
Indian Burial Cave. Chairman Long has been in contact with the owner, Justin Wagner, who wants to
start working on the cave Dec. 13th or 20th. Goodwin project. Jarrett Ellis reported on the Nov. 2nd work
trip. Someone went back about 40’ and the passage made a hard turn to the right. Chairman Long said
that would be the right direction, according to his witching tools. He also said Klaus Leidenfrost was
planning on doing some dye tracing. The next Goodwin trip is scheduled for Dec. 6th-7th, weatherpermitting. It will probably be the last trip for this year.
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Elections of officers. Dwight Weaver made a motion that the current officers be re-elected. Seconded
by Rosie Weaver. Passed.
Chairman Long asked Christen Easter to plan a program to have after every meeting. Dwight Weaver
said he had some ideas.
Morgan Co. Project. Jarrett Ellis set a work trip for Jan. 18th, meet at Jacob’s Cave. More info later.
Speleograph. Chairman Long will have the next issue out at the end of the year so everyone should be
sending articles to him now.
Halloween props. Frank Hurley asked if the grotto would do a haunted cave at Jacob’s Cave. Chairman
Long explained that we would not have enough people to help. At Bridal, we had help from Child Advocacy and Green Gables which we would not have someplace else. He also said that we wouldn’t get as
much traffic.
Cave trips: Ethan Haslag reported on a Bio-trip into Carroll Cave in October. They went from T Junction to the Mountain Room and back in 8 hours. They also looked at Thunder Falls. Linda Marg and her
daughter toured Cosmic Caverns with the owner. Ethan Haslag and Frank Hurley visited War Eagle
Caverns in Arkansas.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt, Secretary

Grotto Christmas Party 2014

The party was held on Sunday, December 15th, at the home of Burke & Christen Easter in Camdenton. On the way to the party, there was a car that had missed a turn in their road and collided with
some huge boulders along the road. That had to be a huge jolt! On with the party…. In attendance
were: Dwight & Rosie Weaver, Ken & Monica Long, Bob & Jo Anne Gitchell, Bill Pfantz, Travis &
Kathy Zumwalt with Derek & Brandon, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt, and of course, Burke, Christen,
Emma, Peyton and Cookie. Christen did a great job with the turkey. We had a lot of good food.
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Ken brought hot pepper jelly on cream cheese with crackers that everyone was tasting to see if the jelly
was really hot! Verdict in – not hot. Monica did say that he brought the wrong jar, that the other one
was really hot….
Everyone put their name in a drawing for a caving calendar produced by OHG as a fundraiser. The attendance prize went to Jo Anne Gitchell. She was excited to win the calendar so Bob would give her
Conservation calendar back!
Prizes were donated by the Weavers and the Zumwalts, along with some from the Grotto.
The dice game started with prizes won by Ken, Brandon, Gary, Jo Anne, Kathy, Derek, Emma, Christen, Bill and Dwight.

Cave-O winners were: Kathy – 2;
Monica – 1; Rosie – 1; Christen -1;
Derek – 2; Bill – 2; Emma – 1; Peyton –
1; and Brandon – 1. Dwight returned the
traveling geode that he won last year for
the blackout game. This year there was
a lot of controversy with the blackout
game since a bunch of people must not
have been watching their cards. I was
down to two words and they still had
several words left on their cards.
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It’s almost like a room of senior citizens! So between the Longs and the Weavers, Burke was selected
to get the traveling geode that will be brought back next year. I will also add that there was a lot of
snickering going on at Ken’s table. I learned later that it concerned certain words that I had pronounced
including jalapenos. It got x-rated here and there were children in the room. The list goes on……
The final prize was a glass bat ornament which was won by Rosie.

Breakdown from the party: Bob always
asks for wimpy wings; Monica – Any way
you can get it….; Ken – I’m trying to be nice
but it’s so hard to do….; Monica – Bill got a
magnet for his magnetic personality….;
Bob – Did somebody step on somebody’s
duck?!? (I don’t explain ‘em, I just record
‘em….)

A great big thank you goes to Burke and Christen for allowing us to have the Xmas party at
their home. We even got a glimpse of a buck in
their backyard. What more could you ask for?
–Alberta Zumwalt

